PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME 4th FIG YSEM
7  9 June 2016
Participation in the Common Vision Conference
Tuesday, 7 June 2016
Europe’s 5 leading mapping, cadastre and land registry associations and the Netherlands’ Cadastre, Land
Registry and Mapping Agency  Kadaster welcome you to the official Common Vision Conference. This joint
conference will be organised for the first time and will focus on today’s issues regarding the future role of
mapping, cadastre and land registry agencies. Headed by the overall theme Migration to a Smart World, topics
such as marine cadastre, interoperability, smart cities, location infrastructure, interconnection of land registers,
big data and 3D will be addressed.
Maximum 50 Young Surveyors are able to participate in this meeting

Migration to a Smart World  by a United 
Young Surveyors 
Generation
Wednesday, 8 June 2016
Registration
Opening Ceremony
The 4th FIG Young Surveyors European Meeting will be kicked off with welcome remarks by the representatives
of each organisation. This is your opportunity to get to know the delegates.
Keynote Session: Poverty Alleviation  our role as Agents of Change in a Smart World
Our keynote speakers will take you on a journey in the developing world. You will hear the challenges we have
to face and solve within our generation  
the generation of Agents of Change
. They will share their ideas on
poverty alleviation through 
Fit For Purpose approaches and they will invite you to think further and take your
role in our smart united generation.

Icebreaker & Coffee Break
Speed Dating  
In this Icebreaker session you will get to know your fellow YS. Be aware to find something you
have in common, go and meet as many YS as you can!

Session #1  How to get Smarter  using the newest Geotechnologies in a Smart World?

Now that you have found your soul mate during the Speed Dating session, let’s get updated on the newest
geotechnology in a Smart World. New technologies are, and will be, used widely in the near future. We, as YS,

have to be the pioneers of innovation. New technologies will support development but also raise issues
concerning privacy and legislation. After learning about the newest geotechnologies, the use of the newest
devices will be demonstrated by UNIGIS/SPINlab’s Phd students.
Lunch (food delivery and hanging out at the "fair site" with PhD and sponsors)
Session #2  Learn from the best  GeoProfessional Network Organizations
To become the best, learn from the best. Progressive and influential organizations and institutions will share
what makes them good with others as well as share their experience.
It is a unique opportunity to engage with an extensive network of leaders, experts and executives from the
public and private sector in presentations. Lively discussion will take place to address state – of the art issues in
the field of geoinformation. It is an opportunity to learn what is most needed on the ground and be informed
about the latest technological developments in geoinformation discipline and their application fields.
Coffee Break
Session #3  Dreaming about entrepreneurship?
Have you always dreamed of running your own business? But never dared to think about it any further? Well,
this is the chance to think ahead! StartUps related to surveying and in general geoinformation are invited to
share their stories with us. They will not hesitate to also share their failures  which are called: 
StartUp Nights.
They will talk about the lessons learned from such an experience, as it definitely was a hard pill to swallow. They
will explain how they manage to move forward and what they expect from their future new adventures.
Creativity is a necessity for startups, so during this session we will get creative and try to generate some new,
special ideas. Let’s talk about opportunities, challenges and ideas!
Podium Discussion
Reflection on the output of the workshop groups and on the overall programme of the day. Key findings will be
discussed with Young Surveyors. Together with two YS podium leaders we will discuss the journey we have
taken this day. Did it fulfill your expectations? What did you learn today and in what way will you use this in
your (future) career?
Closing Ceremony
Dinner

Migration to a Smart World  by a United 
Young Surveyors 
Generation
Thursday, 9 June 2016
Opening
Workshop on the Networks Future
There is more to come! Gather all the ideas from yesterday’s brainstorming and lively discussion and join us to
keep on building the YS Network: International, European and National networks will discuss their
countryspecific situation in pechakucha style. Brace yourself for some very informative 60 minutes.
Coffee break
Young surveyors will be asked for a short evaluation of the meeting and to share their ideas on National and
European level. Besides the upcoming YS events in Helsinki and Istanbul will be discussed.
Field Visit

